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LONGWOOD COLLEGE

Farmville, Virginia

New Library Open for Business
Longwood College has the
newest library in Virginia and
one of the best.
After a two-year construction
project and a relocation that Involved a specialty moving company. 18 students, and the Library staff, the building opened
Monday, March 25. the day
classes resumed after Spring
Break.
The two-story brick and concrete building Is on the southwest corner of Pine and Redford
streets, between Lankford and
Wygal. It cost $5,761,682 to
build, and another $1.1 million
for equipment and furniture.
Construction, on the former site
of a student parking lot. began
in April 1989.
The new library replaces Lancaster Library, which had been
used for 52 years.
Library officials are excited
about the new library's spaciousness. Its high-tech capabll
Itles, and features they say enhance their ability to serve patrons.
The facility provides state-ofthe-art technology- for Information retrieval from libraries
throughout the world, as well as
satellite reception of foreign programs. From dorm rooms, computer labs, or the library Itself,
students can access the Library's computer, pick a subject.
and sift through data not only
from Longwood's library but also
from libraries in New York. London, Rome, or Just about anywhere.
Users can connect to national
educational research networks
that tap millions of holdings and
people at major colleges and
universities worldwide. And
through Longwood's Southslde
Virginia Library Network, some
16 public high schools, two colleges, and several public libraries can access Longwood's
database as well as the entire
Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) collection,
which has about 750.000 articles.
"The biggest advantage Is
having sufficient space where we
feel we need It." said Martha
LeStourgeon. director of the

Longwood Library. "In the old library, we had tried for a long
time to create the Impression
that we had enough space, but It
was a false Impression."
The new facility has 71.000
gross square feet, as opposed to
48.000 square feet In Lancaster,
and more than three times the
reader space. Its most distinguishing feature is an atrium,
lined with columns, that runs
from the entrance to the rear of
the building.
"It was designed to create an
open, light, and airy Interior,"
said Richard Hurley, vice president for business and legislative
affairs "I think it's succeeded;
I'm very happy with It. It's an
unusual design for a college library."
Among new equipment for
public use In the library are 42
VTLS terminals. 26 computers.
16CD-ROM
players,
7
laser/compact disc players, 7
VCRs. and three satellites, said
Nancy Bell, who as Library
bookkeeper coordinates acquisitions.
"We will be able to expand
those services that we had been
offering on a limited basis before." Mrs. Bell said.
The VTLS terminals are used
for on-line searches of Longwood's database, and CD-ROM
players provide access to the
ERIC collection.
On one side of the first floor Is
the Circulation/Reserve area. A
room containing Reference and
Periodicals, which had been
separate In Lancaster. Is on the
other side.
"The staff felt they needed to
be together, so we can service
them better to our users' advantage," Mrs. LeStourgeon said.
Offices for staff members and
the Technical Services area,
where all Incoming materials are
processed, also are on the first
floor.
The second floor contains the
General Stacks: books In the
older Dewey Decimal system on
one side, those In the newer Library of Congress system on the
other. The Reshelving area is In
a glass-enclosed booth on the
second floor next to the elevator.

The new library has been the focus of much attention by
Longwood's community.
Mobile Shelving features an
Some 26 small study rooms,
five of which are reserved for interesting space-saving device.
faculty, are upstairs. Each has Several dozen shelves, aligned
different equipment, such as flush against each other, are on
computers, typewriters, VCRs rubber tracks: each shelf moves
CD players, and laser disc play- laterally when a hand crank on
ers. Also upstairs are five larger the end Is turned.
All of the shelving Is new.
study rooms, each of which has
a CD-ROM station and can ac- There are 10.888 shelves, as
compared to 6.188 In Lancaster.
commodate 8-10 persons.
Both floors have a large Each shelf is 36 Inches long, so
meeting room, with a smaller the new library contains Just
one next to It (two smaller rooms over 6 miles of shelving.
Much of the shelving from the
next to It upstairs). All five
rooms have projection screens, old library will be cut up. to reblackboards, and computer duce its height from 90 to 72
hook-ups. Each of the larger Inches, and used In the Expanrooms has a folding partition so sion Area In the basement.
that two rooms can be created.
The library has new furniture,
A lounge and vending area is plus reflnlshed Windsor chairs
in a separate section near the and antique tables from Lanentrance, and directly above that caster Library - some of which
Is a room containing children's date to Its opening In 1939.
literature and the curriculum Other furniture has been re-uplab for prospective teachers.
holstered; furniture not moved
In the basement, which will to the new library will end up in
not be used by the public, are campus offices or be sold as
Special Collections, where surplus.
Longwood's archives will be
The new facility will provide
stored; Mobile Shelving, where better security: two gates near
old Issues of periodicals will be the entrance Instead of one,
kept: and the Expansion Area, rolling shutters that descend at
which will be for older. Infre- night over the check-out desk,
quently used books.
and cameras that scan all major

Vice President of
Student Affairs
Addresses Students
Dear Longwood Students:
I am responding to some of doors and taking care not to
the articles and concerns ex- prop residence hall entrance
pressed through the Rotunda and exit doors: cutting bushes
about campus crime and secu- and shrubs; and moving recepdesks
In
rity at Longwood. We are fortu- tlon
nate In that campus crime at Cox/Wheeler/Stubbs. We take
Longwood Is not a significant very seriously our responsibility
problem. However, we know that to protect students and to warn
we must continue to emphasize
1 believe that you should
prevention and precaution as know our crime statistics for the
we strive to enhance safety and past two years, and be assured
security In our residence halls that we are fortunate to have a
campus that Is generally and
and on our campus.
During this semester, two In- relatively safe. Our crime statls
cidents have caused us concern. tics are reported In accordance
One occurred because a door In with definitions used In the
a residence hall was propped; uniform crime reporting system
another Incident occurred be- of the Federal Bureau of
cause a student was walking Investigation.
Statistics — 1989 — niur
alone late at night. In both
cases, there was no major crime der-0. rape 1. robbery 0. aggraor personal Injury. However, vated assault-1, burglary-1.
such careless incidents prompt motor vehicle theft-0. liquor law
us to conduct consciousness- violations-14. drug abuse viola
raising activities about safety tIons 3. weapons possessions
and security.
Q
We have been taking precauStatistics — 1900 —
tlons which Include: distributing murder-0, rape 0. robbery-1.
safety/security Information to aggravated assault 2. burglary
students: reminding students to 2. motor vehicle theft 0. liquor
not walk In risky areas alone law violations-14. drug abuse
after dark: posting signs about violations 0. weapons posses
locking residence hall room slons-0.

students about potential problems. We are also emphasizing
our expectation for students and
others to exercise self-protection and to take our warnings
seriously. Our new electronicaccess control system In the
residence halls is another way
that offers security protection to
students, with the expectation
that students take responslbll
Ity for making the system work.
It Is Imperative that we strive
to bulk) our Longwood community so that all of us work together to keep each other safe.
Each one of us should be
challenged to take responslbll
Ity for our own safety and the
safety of others. I am always
pleased to discuss all matters
related to campus crime and
security with students — and to
work with students so that we
can continue our record of a safe
campus and community for all
of us. Our Campus Police,
Residence Education Coordinators. Directors of Housing,
and Dean of Students are eager
to be Involved as well
Sincerely.
Phyllis Mable

rooms. It Is much more handicapped-accessible than Lancaster, according to staff mem
bers.
The move was handled by
Kloke Transfer of Richmond,
specialty movers affiliated with
North American Van Lines. It
began as soon as Lancaster
closed at noon on Friday. March
15. The crew, which consisted of
18 Longwood students and
about a dozen Kloke Transfer
employees, worked for eight
days before finishing at 7:45
p.m. last Friday.
"The students have been
quick to pick It up. so it's taken
less time than I expected." said
Jack Kloke. the company's pres
ident. TVe really been Impressed
by Longwood students: they
have a great work ethic. I've
worked with college students
before, but these are the best
IVe ever worked with."
"Another reason It's gone so
smoothly Is Lydla Williams,
who's been coordinating the
move for the staff. She's easy to
work with and very knowledgeable. It has been a pleasure to
do this Job."
The crew used special carts
about six feet tall and four feet
wide, each with four shelves.
They moved an average of 200
cartloads of books a day. Kloke
said.
Longwood Library's holdings
total 828.552. of which some
256.642 are books and bound
periodicals. "It's not difficult to
keep all the books straight as
long as you train your people to
load the carts properly." Kloke
said.
Nothing was lost or damaged,
Library staff members said
Monday. The fact the movers
finished on time Is even more
Impressive considering that an
elevator in the new library broke
down twice, requiring someone
to come from out of town to fix
It. and the elevator In Lancaster
broke down once.
Even before Lancaster closed,
preparations by the movers and
the Library staff had begun.
"The secret to this Is plan
nlng." said Kloke. whose wife.
Beth, owns the company and

also took part In the move.
'There's a lot more planning thai
goes Into it than you realize. For
example, you have to build a
ramp that's going to work. Our
operations engineer was here for
a few days, building the ramp."
Lancaster Library, which
opened In August 1939. was
built at a cost of $131,500. It
was enlarged and renovated In
1962.
Mrs. LeStourgeon. a Cumber
land County native, first worked
in Lancaster as a student assis
tant during her freshman year In
1942, and continued working
there her sophomore and Junior
years. She Joined the Longwood
faculty In 1948, two years after
being graduated, and became
Library director In 1972.
When Lancaster was enlarged
In the early 1960s, the library
was moved temporarily to Hlner.
"Most of the collection was
moved to the basement, because
the floors wouldn't hold It." she
said. "It was so cold In there we
had to wear coats most of the
time."
While staff members are glad
to be In the new library, sevei.il
said they will miss Lancaster, a
Georgian-style building that
many faculty and staff consider
the most attractive building on
campus.
Longwood plans to convert It
into administrative offices. Those
plans have been put on hold be
cause of a State freeze on capital
projects. The College will request
$2.5 million in renovation funds
for the 1992-94 blennlum. Hur
ley said. The project Is expected
to cost $2.8 million; the other
$300,000 will come from the
auxiliary enterprise fund, which
Is generated through student
fees and other campus activities
A few minutes before Lan
caster closed. Christopher An
drews became the last person to
check out a book there when he
checked out the biography
°S Virginia. The first transaction
In the new building occurred
Monday morning when Qlshu LI.
a graduate student from China,
renewed Alfred Lord Tennyson's
Idylls ofthe Ktnq.

SGA Asks For Better
Student participation
By PAM WHETSTONE
The president of SGA at
Longwood College says students
can "Influence decisions" and
"really make a difference" but
students must get Involved.
Shannon Gardner. Junior,
said many students do not know
SGA meetings are "open to the
entire student body." Students
are allowed to speak during
these meetings but only elected
members are allowed to vote.
The main role at SGA is to act
as a middleman between students and administration. SGA
tries to determine what students
want and pass that Information
along to the administration.
SGA also allocates money to
each class and other student
groups depending on estimated
expenses for each semester.
Money comes from student activity fees which SGA has proposed raising. Gardner said the
current fee of $60 would
Increase $20 a year for three
years. The Increase In fee will
allow more money to be given to
organizations who plan to bring
more events to campus.
"We try to decide what students want but It's hard to do
without Input." Gardner said.
She said not many students
showed up at the meetings when
this Issue was discussed
because "publicity Is a problem."
She suggested a need for "better

visibility"
and
"better Dadabhoy of Student Developattendance."
ment is also "a big help."
She requested more coverage
Gardner stressed the Impor
by The Rotunda, saying. "We tance of student Involvement.
want to be praised for the good She said, SGA needs '"new blood,
we do and criticized for things we need you."
we don't do."
SGA meets Mondays at 5:30
SGA is Involved with Mid- p.m. In Lankford Student Union
Winter's Ball, along with Greek in Conference Room 30.
Council and the Student Union,
and parts of Octoberfest. Dr.
Jim Crowl Is the advisor and Zav

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!
• Sophomore, Junior and
Senior Class Elections
• Honor Board (5 vacancies)
• Judicial Board (10 vacancies)
Applications for these positions will be available March 27 - April 4 at the Information
Desk in Lankford.

VOTE, ITS YOUR RIGHT!
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COMMENTARY
The Rotunda reserves the right to refuse any future editorial* that are nfil signed. We will not print TOUT name should
you wish it not to be. but the original letter must be signed.

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor
I was distressed to read Mr.
Steven Clark's letter to the editor published In the Rotunda.
March 11. 1991. It appears that I
have been misunderstood and
some farts have been omitted.
First of all. In Mr. Clark's let
ter I was quoted as follows: "Mr.
Reld Informed the owner that
his Inspection was the request
of Longwood College." The truth
Is that the request did come In
the form of a complaint from
Longwood College, but not from
College Administration as Mr.
Clark Indicates. In fact, an un

named faculty member and two
students submitted the complaint. It Is the obligation of the
State Fire Marshals Office to
follow up on any and all complaints regarding violations of
the Statewide Fire Prevention
Code.
Secondly, Mr. Clark was
obviously not Informed that the
lack of Maximum Occupancy
signs at Longwood had been
sited on the previous Inspection.
Prior to the printing of Mr.
Clark's editorial. I was
contacted by Chief Jimmy
Huskey. Campus Police at

Longwood College, to assist In
determining the Maximum Occupant Load of the Dining Hall
and Snack Bar. It has been my
experience that Chief Huskey
and the entire Administration of
Longwood College have been
cooperative and concerned with
the correction of Fire Code violations at Longwood, even In
light of current budget limitations. I have met with this same
spirit of concern for loss of life
from fire from Mr. Perinl as well,
and his cooperation Is greatly
appreciated.

I am concerned that It would
appear Mr. Clark sees the State
Fire Marshal's Office as adversaries. This is certainly not our
Intent In enforcing the Code of
Virginia. If there should be any
questions, or if we may be of
further service In the prevention
of loss of life and property due
to fire, please feel free to contact
this office.
Respectfully yours.
James H. Reld. Jr.. CPCA. CFI
Code Supervisor
STATE FIRE MARSHAL —
CENTRAL
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Dear Editor
Dear Editor.
I am one of the last renegades
Fast approaching is 'Greek
Week" and all the festivities on In a literally dying breed. I am a
the Hampden-Sydney campus. smoker. For the past five years
In our attempt to provide safe of my life smoking has been a
transportation for college stu- part of my every day existence.
dents the Farmville Area Bus Is When I first started I really enextending hours of service on Joyed it and I still like the
April 5th (Friday) and April 6th sensation. I think smoking made
me feel older and more sophis(Saturday) only until 4:30 AM.
During the extended hours ticated like those long and lean
the Farmville Area Bus will stop ladies in the cigarette ads. Once
at both Longwood College and I looked In the mirror at myself
Hampden-Sydney College and in with the smoke curling from my
between stop only at Hardees. lips like an obscene cloud of
This service I am aiming at factory fog and was frightened: I
being quick and easy. More Im- looked more like a coiled dragon
portantly I feel the bus service In one of the Knights' tales.
For whatever reasons I still
will provide a safe mode of travel
have locked inside my stubborn
during this exciting weekend.
Michael J. Socha head, every other day I trudge
Transit Superintendent up to Par Bll's for that proverbial
"last pack of cigarettes." Every
time I lay that dollar and eighty
cents up on the counter. I feel a
Dear Rotunda Editorial Staff:
Your commitment to the high fresh wave of guilt come over
me. That's my mother's money
standards of professional Journalism has permitted your col- that she gave me to buy school
lege newspaper to be a vehicle of supplies.
I know I should stop and I
expression for an otherwise
oppressed campus minority, the don't appreciate people nagging
gay and lesbian students. Your me to quit. It's always In the
back of my mind that what I'm
decision to print in your editorial column some of the con- doing now could greatly effect
cerns of students regarding that Just how long of a stay I have
issue has had far-reaching ef- here on earth. But every time
fects, for the newly-organized one of my friends begs me to
gay and lesbian support group stop It sounds like a sped up
on this campus Is attended by recording of a Chipmunks song annoying and overiong.
members of the Hampden-SydI also despise the legions of
ney campus community as well.
snobby girls and cocky guys
Thank you for your assistance in meeting a need within who snarl at me when they see
the two campus communities. me smoking in the hall. These
same people, when drunk bePersons interested in membership in the Gay and Lesbian yond recognition on Thursday
Support Group may contact the nights, do not hestltate to ask
Counseling services at 2409 for me for a cigarette. Next time
don't bother to ask. Bring your
more information.
own.
Dr. Marcla Shelton
I'm not ready to quit yet. I
Counseling Services
haven't quite come to terms with
my mortality. But when I do.
call me reformed.
Name withheld by Request
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NEWS
VA Tech Offers Summer
Program

ROTC Cadets Visit

A loving family.
A successful career.
A nice home
Good friends.

Pending funding from the
United States Department of
Education. The Department of
History at Virginia Tech will offer
a 1991 summer program to
encourage minorities to attend
graduate school In history and
to help them develop some of the
skills essential for success In
graduate school.
Under a grant from the Department of Education, the university will offer the program
during its first summer session
May 13-June 26. according to
Burton Kaufman, head of the
department of History. The program Is open to college sopho
more and Junior students ma
Jorlng In history or a related dls
clpllne.
The program consists of two
courses: Historiography, his
torlcal thinking and logic and
Research Seminar/Tutorial, an
Independent study, under the
close direction of a faculty
member, designed to assist stu
drnts In solving specific prob

Site of Great Battle

An active life

lems In their own research and
to assist students will professional writing and career planning. Each course will carry
transfer credit toward a graduate degree.
The grant will cover participants' tuition, room and board,
books, one round-trip transportation fare to Blacksburg and
a generous stipend so that
students need not worry that
participation In the program will
Jeopardize their ability to work
during the summer. In addition,
participants who complete the
program will be guaranteed
admission to Virginia Tech's
graduate history program after
they have earned an undergraduate degree.
Members of the History Department have application forms
and further Information. You
may also contact Daniel Thorp
or Linda Harris in Virginia
Tech's Department of History at
(703)231-5331.

Diabetes.

i-

You could have it all.

Jason Turner. James Tlerney.
By KEN DeWITT
In Jury of 1863. great sacri- Holly Rodgers. Trent Davis.
fices were made at the small Kristie Hirsch. Andrea Wrenn.
Pennsylvania town of Gettysburg Jennifer Nabors and Mike
which decided the fate of our Morrelll took a step back
nation. On March 1st through. through time and "invaded" Get3rd, the South rose up again tysburg. Gettysburg is one of the
when Longwood ROTC Cadets.

Diabetes n devjous. Six million people hive II. Another
five million probably have II
and don't know it
You can have » without
having the typical svmptoms
blurred vision. Unquenchable
thirst Frequent urination
Rapid weight loss. Untreated.
diabetes can result in blindness, heart disease, kidney
failure and even death
That's whv evervone should
take the blood sugar test.
Especiallv if you have a tamilv
historv of diabetes Or if vou
are over 50 Or if vou re
black or hisparuc Or pregnant
Or 4 you ve <iven birth to a
babv weighing over rune
pounds.
The good news is. when
most tvpes of diabetes are
dettcted earlv. there are
usually simple treatments that
don't require insulin Like
diet and exercise

By the President Of The United States
A Proclamation
NOW. THEREFORE. I. GEORGE BUSH. President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim April 5-7, as National Days
of Thanksgiving. I ask that Americans gather In homes and places
of worship to give thanks to Almighty God for the liberation of
Kuwait, for the blessings of peace and liberty, for our troops, our
families, and our Nation. In addition. I direct that the flag of the
United States be flown on all government buildings. I urge all
Americans to display the flag, and I ask that bells across the country be set ringing at 3 p.m. (eastern daylight savings time) on April
7. In celebration of the liberation of Kuwait and the end of hostilities In the Persian Gulf.

So the next time vou see a
doctor, ask about diabetes
and take the blood lugar test
Then ask for vour score and
find out what it means Then
vou II reallv have u all
Briaute vou II have peace
of mind

DIABETES
T • k •
Know
A

t h a

Longwood Students Going to Gettysburg Include:
(Pictured from left to right) Jennifer Nabors. Jason Turner.
Mike llorrell. James Tlerney. Holly Rogers, Krlstlne Hirsch.
Trent Dsvis. and Andrea Wrenn.
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best preserved battlefields from
the Civil War. This allowed the
Cadets to walk the same ground
and to see the same things that
Robert E. Lee. James Longstrect.
George Plckett and George
Meade saw.
By doing this, they were able
to get a better Insight into why
these great leaders made their
decisions during those fateful
days. Jennifer Nabors said, "At
Plckett's charge you could actually picture the events that took
place and the suffering that occurred." Kristie Hirsch echoed
these sentiments by saying. "I
enjoyed crossing the fields where
Plckett's Charge took place. It
was exciting to walk where the
soldiers did!" Trent Davis added.
"It was ironic to feel the peace
and tranquillity of the battlefield
as we heard of the chaos that
had happened there." The
Longwood Cadets came away
from Gettysburg with more than
a better understanding of the
battle, but a greater appreciation
for the sacrifices made by our
ancestors during the Civil War. I
think Abraham Lincoln's words
best express the feelings the
Cadets felt. The world 111 little
note, nor long remember, what
we say here, but It can never
forget what they (the soldiers)
did here."

ROTUNDA POLICY
The opinions expressed In The Rotunds are not necessarily those of Longwood College. Its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns, letters, and cartoons represent the view
of their author. Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the editorial board.
All letters to the Editor must be signed and typed or printed neatly. The Editor and staff
reserve the right to edit any material submitted for publication.
Any contributions should be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for articles is
3:00 p.m. Friday prior to the Monday publication date and these should be placed In the
envelope on the Publication door in Lankford. Letters, personals, etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since 1920 by the students of Longwood College, The Rotunda is an
American Scholastic Press Association award winning newspaper. Questions or comments
should be directed to our main office at Box 1133 or (804) 395-2120.
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Longwood Company
Summer School Offers Time
of Dancers Present Spring
to Relax and Study
Concert
By Dr. Ed Smith
Summertime ...
and the living Is easy. As we
come to the close of spring
semester. I'd like to ask you
something: Why not spend this
summer, or at least a part of It.
atLongwood?
Why? Well, for one thing, you
Could spend your time In
leisurely study of a favorite subject, perhaps a course or two
you've wanted to take, but never
had the space In your schedule.
If Plato by the pool Isn't your
thing, how about the archeology
dig (one of our most popular
summer offerings), or a walk In
the woods with field botany, or a
crafts class, or tennis, swimming, advertising. British literature, developmental psychology. American history, or one of
a hundred others.
Then again, this might be lust
the time to tackle that troublesome required course that
you've been putting off. It should
be easier to manage when you
take It singly, or with a sole

The 1000-91 Longwood Company of Dancera. Next concert will be April 25th and 26.
For over 18 years the Long- members of the dance company tap. anc! jazz dance.
The goals of the dance comwood College Company of are Betsy Gee, Karla Marotta.
Dancers have been the only Kerensa Mohney. Angle Sawyer. pany are to promote the art of
artistic performing dance group Fran Slebert, Nlkl Smith, Allison dance within the college and
at the college. The dance com- Thompson, and Larry Wylle and Farmvllle, to Increase viewer
pany Is sponsored by the De- are under the direction of Dr. Interest In dance, and present
partment of Health, Physical Nelson Neal. These dance quality college level dance percompany members plus ad- formances. The dance company
Education and Recreation.
members also assist Dr. Neal In
vanced
modern dance students,
The Longwood College Company of Dancers presents two Jullanna Hardy, Lisa Kesterson. teaching dance to children In
public schools.
concerts each school year. The Kerl Ramsden, who are trying
Fall concert Is usually an In- out for the company, work one
Auditions for the Dance
formal studio concert, as It was and a half hours, three days per Company are held at the beginthis year, and a longer formal week In technique class where ning of each semester and all
concert In the Spring In Jarman they polish their craft. They also Interested students are encourAuditorium. This semester the spend from one to five hours aged to call Dr. Neal at 395concert will be held on April 25 outside of class preparing their 2547 or contact one of the
and 26 at 7:30 p.m. and It Is free choreography and learning the members for information.
to all students, faculty, staff and dances that will be performed in
the community. Jill Haiti, a concert. The dancers train In
former dance company member, modern dance but perform a
will be a guest performer In the variety of styles Including
Spring Concert. This Spring the modern, ballet, character, folk.
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STEVEN SEAGAL

companion course. You might
thank yourself for it later, when
you've lightened your senior
year.
Or It might be the time to
catch up on credit hours after
that bad semester you had as a
freshman — and a chance to
pull up the old GPA. Don't forget
that If you fall a class here you
have to re-take It here to replace
that F In the calculation of your
GPA. Also, transfer hours count
towards graduation but the
grades don't count on your GPA.
Your cumulative GPA is
calculated only on work taken at
Longwood.
Also, remember that students
suspended at the end of spring
semester may not take courses
at Longwood during the
summer.
You could stay for Just the
three week Interim session, take
a course and be out of here by
June 7 — short and sweet. Or
you could stay through the end
of the second session and be
done by mid-July. Or. stay for

all three sessions, be finished by
August 9, accomplish a lot. and
still have time for a vacation
before the fall semester.
So. what else Is there to do?
You could play racketball,
basketball, tennis, or golf, pump
Iron In the weight room. Jog or
bike down country roads, bask
by Uie pool, go to the lake, go
tubing, go camping, go bowling,
play coed soft ball or volleyball In
the evenings, and generally take
It easy, hang out. and have fun.
(It sounds like a country club to
me — you'd pay big bucks for
these opportunities anywhere
else.) You might also find time to
read and study and think.
Whom could you do It with?
Will you know anyone else?
Well, to make sure you had
pleasant company, you might
stack the deck. What if some of
your pals were here too? Could
you have fun. or what?
Talk to your friends about
summertime at Longwood. It
could Just be the best summer
you've ever had.

Shanghai Quartet Makes
Second Appearance
The Shanghai Quartet will
present Its second concert at
Longwood College on Monday.
April 8. at 8 p.m. In Wygal Auditorium.
The concert Is this year's final
one In the Chamber Music Series at Longwood. The public is
invited to attend the concert and
reception following It free of
charge.
Members of the Shanghai
Quartet are violinists Welgang Li
and Honggang LI (brothers), vlolist Zheng Wang, and cellist
James Wilson.
Their program at Longwood
will feature string quartets by
Mozart. Schumann, and Samuel
Barber.
The Chinese members of the
group all studied at the Shanghai Conservatory, where the
quartet was formed In 1983. After winning second place at the
Portsmouth International Quartet Competition, the ensemble
came to the U.S. and won the
prestigious Chicago Discovery
Competition.
Since Its New York debut at
Town Hall In 1987. the Shang
hai Quartet has been hailed by
the press and the public as one
of the leading quartets of the

present generation. The New
York Times critic wrote: "For poetry, intelligence, and musical
sympathy, the Shanghai Quartet
counts among the finest young
foursomes of the day."
In residence at the University
of Richmond for the second
year, the Quartet's current season Includes 50 concerts from
coast to coast. They also have
performed In recent years In

Canada. Brazil. Australia, Ger
many. Italy, and Korea.
The quartet has been ensem
blc In residence at the Tangle
wood and Ravin la Festivals and
has appeared on three occasions
at Lincoln Center's Mostly
Mozart Festival.
This summer the quartet will
be In residence at the HampdenSydney Music Festival.

The Shanghai Quartet are scheduled for their final concert
Aprils.

States Take on NCAA
(CPS) State politicians Joined
the college sports reform
movement In recent weeks.
Legislators In at least three
states, some angry about the
way the powerful National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) has treated schools In
their districts. Introduced bills
that would excuse local
campuses from following some
NCAA rules.
Supporters of bills In Nebraska. Nevada and Colorado
say certain NCAA rules abuse
college athletes and coaches.
'They really don't do their
Jobs very well." Nevada Sen.
John Verglels said of NCAA officials.
Most recently, on March 1.
Nebraska Gov. Ben Nelson
signed a law that would let Ne
braska colleges give athletes
more aid than Just sports scholarships.
The NCAA limits how much
aid students can get from other
grants If they accept athletic
scholarships.
The new law could leave Nebraska schools that violate the
NCAA aid rule shut out of NCAA
telecasts, revenues and even
games with otter NCAA-member
schools.
Reformers hope the NCAA will
lift the limits on helping athletes
before the law goes Into effect on
June 1. 1992.
In February, the Colorado
Senate killed and then revived a
bill to pay stipends to student
athletes at state universities.
Currently the NCAA allows
schools to pay only for athletes'
tuition, room and board. Alh
letes are not allowed to hold
part lime Jobs during the school
year.

Objectors to the bills In each
of the states note the NCAA
could respond by placing sanctions on schools that comply
with the state laws.
Schools can lose their NCAA
eligibility If they play against
schools that don't follow the organization's rules, warned NCAA
spokesman Jim Marchlony.
"What people and legislators
don't understand Is how much
due process there Is In enforcement of the regulations," Marchlony said.
The rules are written by the
(member) schools themselves,
and can be changed by the
schools," he explained.
Marchlony said state reform
laws would either force NCAA
members to change association
rules or spark a series of pun
Ishments of member schools
that comply with their state
laws.
Nevada's Verglels said there Is
no question that the NCAA must
comply with state law.
"A state legislature has a re
sponslblllty to protect Its citizens, and Just because they're
members of the NCAA doesn't
mean they're not subject to state
laws." he said.
When he signed the bill Into
law. Nelson expressed "fervent
hope that this voluntary national organization will do the
right thing and allow both needy
and academically talented young
Americans to draw all the
student aid for which they qual
lfy."
At the same time, Nevada's
Senate Is debating a bill that
would require the NCAA to hold
recorded hearings and rule
quickly when Investigating
whether a school has broken

NCAA rules.
Many In the state were upset
with the way the NCAS handled
Its Investigations of the University of Nevada-Las Vegas' (UNLV)
men's basketball Coach Jerry
Tarkanlan and his team.
Last year the NCAA's Committee on Infractions barred
Tarkanlan's team from the 1991
Division I championship as a
penalty for alleged recruiting violations going on since 1977.
After hearing new evidence In
October, the committee postponed the punishment, barring
the team from the 1992 championships.
"If Jerry Tarkanlan broke the
rules he ought to be penalized
like anyone else," said Nevada's
Sen. Verglels. who Introduced
the bill.
"But the NCAA denies any
sort of due process." he continued.
"Due process." of course,
would force the NCAA to make
public any evidence of wrongdoing It might have, and to let the
accused have a chance to defend
themselves with evidence of their
own.
Verglels Is especially upset
that NCAA Investigators are not
required to record their conversations with coaches and players.
They do a terrible. Immoral
thing by refusing to have a
record." he said.
Last year Illinois lawmakers
also proposed, but did not pass,
a bill that would have forced the
NCAA to use court room-style
rules of evidence when Investigating recruiting violations at
lhe stale's colleges.
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Tucker Named
Player of the Week
Sophomore shortstop Michael
Turker broke the Longwood
record for consecutive game
hitting streak and led the Lancer
baseball team to five victories
week. For his performance,
Tucker has been named
Longwood College Player of the
Week for the period of March 24
31. Player of the week Is chosen
by the Longwood sports Infor
malloti office.
In five games last week
Tucker hit .667 (8 12). scored 10
runs, drove In 13 and collected
five homers and two doubles. In
addition he stretched his school
record hitting streak to 19
games, beating the Lancer mark
of 16 set by Robbie Smith In
1000. Tucker failed to get a hit
In Longwood's season opener at
Rll hmond In February, but he
has hit safely In every game
since.
"Mike was getting frustrated
several weeks back because he
wasn't hitting many home runs."
said Lancer coach Buddy Bold
Ing. "He was trying to pull everything. Now he's going with the
pitch. He has matured some,
but 1 want to see him mature

A graduate of Bluestone High
School. Tucker has been a key
factor In Longwood's 16-4 start.
Currently, he leads the Lancers
In hits (27). RBI (30), doubles
(7), homers (8). batting average
(.435) and assists (60).
Tucker Is majoring In physical education.

MIKE TUCKER

more.

Sports Abound
The Longwood baseball team
finished off a 5-0 week with a
doubleheader sweep of visiting
Copptn State Sunday, pounding
the Eagles 17-0 and 11-1. Earlier last week, the Lancers beat
St. Paul's 12-0 and 9-6 Thursday and Lynchburg 11-4
Wednesday.
Longwood Is hitting .326 as a
team and averaging 8.7 runs per
contest while holding the
opposition to 4.7. Now 16-4 with
six straight victories, LC hosts
Oneonta State Tuesday for two.
and then goes on the road for
two at Bowie State Thursday, a
pair at St. Paul's Friday, two at
North Carolina A&T Saturday
and a twlnblU at Virginia State
Sunday.
Sophomore shortstop Mike
Tucker, extending his Lancer
record hitting streak to 19
games, blasted two homers and
two doubles and drove in seven
runs Sunday to power the sweep
of Coppin State. The twlnblU had
been rained out Friday.
Longwood ripped 12 hits in
the opener as Tucker hit his
seventh and eighth homers of
the season. Todd Bowman
added a 3 run blast. Eric Hut
zler went 3-4 with three RBI.
Lancer pitcher Matt Carlisle
tossed a two-hit shutout in a
game that was called after five
Innings on the 10 run rule.
Carlisle is 3-3.
Tucker, hitting .435 with 30
RBI, ripped a pair of doubles
and a single in the nightcap,
driving In three runs. Chris
Porter had a two-run homer for
Longwood in the five inning contest. Kyle Weaver moved his
record to 3-0 by going the distance in the second game.

Lancers Sweep 8. Paul's
Tucker and catcher Scott
Abell had two homers, and
Bowman and E. Hutzler one, as
Longwood took two from St.
Paul's Thursday. Winning
pitchers for the Lancers were
freshman Wayne Weaver In the
opener (a two-hit shutout) and
Junior Chris Mullins In the
second game. Weaver Is 1-0 and
Mulllns2-1.
Hale Gains 16th Straight
Decision
Senior pitcher Dennis Hale
gained his 16th straight decision. Tucker bashed his fourth
homer, and Longwood pounded
Lynchburg 11-4 at Lancer Field
Wednesday afternoon. Hale, now
5-0 with an earned average of
3.68, has a career mark of 25-4
over four seasons. He will tie
Tony Browning for second place
in career wins (26) with his next
victory. David Mitchell (29 wins)
is the all-time leader.
Lancer Leaders
Tucker. .435. 30 RBI, 7 doubles. 8 homers: Abell. .375. 27
RBI. 6 doubles. 6 homers; Taylor. .385. 28 runs. 17 RBI. 6
doubles: Porter. .362. 18 RBI. 6
doubles and 10-12 stolen bases:
Bowman. .339. 15 RBI. 3
homers and E. Hutzler. .329. 18
RBI. and doubles.
MEN'S GOLF
By MARK KIRK
Longwood's men golf team
enjoyed a successful stay Friday
through Sunday at the Camp
Lejeune Marine Tournament In
Jacksonville. N.C.. breaking the
team record for a three-day
event with a score of 931.

The performance, however,
was not enough to overcome
several talented teams as the
Lancers landed In 23rd place in
a 30 team field. Virginia Commonwealth won the tournament
with a total of 876; the Lancers
were able to finish at 931 following rounds of 312.308. and
311.
"We had a good tournament
against some very good competition," said Longwood coach
Steve Nelson. The courses were
target courses, so they were not
very long or tough. The hardest
course we played on was on
Saturday, and that ended up
being out best round."
Sophomore Frank Davide was
red-hot throughout the tournament, firing 75 75-76-226 to
place first among Lancer golfers.

during the opening minutes of
the latter period, but shut down
the UCSB offense until a fast
break with less than a 20 seconds to play sprung Santa Barbara's Wendy Lyn. who tossed in
the winning goal with only 11
seconds remaining. The 8-7 loss
is the second straight for the
Lady Lancers.
Women's Tennis
Longwood's women's tennis
team has three matches on tap
this week starting with a home
contest against Southern Seminary Monday. The Lady Lancers
visit Lynchburg Tuesday and
host Virginia Wesleyan Friday at
3:30.
Last Tuesday's contest at
Mary Baldwin was rained out.
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Men's Tennis
LACROSSE
By CHARLEY JACOB8
The Longwood women's
lacrosse team plays Randolph
Macon College Wednesday In
Ashland In Its only action of the
week.
The Lady Lancers dropped a
heartbreaker last Tuesday to the
visiting Gauchos of the University of California-Santa Barbara,
losing 8-7 on a last second goal.
The Lady Lancers. 0-2. whose
defense had allowed UC-Santa
Barbara to score at will during
the opening half of play, trailed
4-1 at the conclusion of the first
period. But the offense stuffed in
6 goals during the ilnal period,
tying the Gauchos 7-7 with 2:29
to play.
The Longwood defense, which
had played loosely during the
first half, allowed three goals

A tough early season schedule continued to cause problems
for Longwood's men's tennis
team last Tuesday as they fell 90 to the Eagles of Mary Washington, dropping their record to
0-4.
Lancer Coach Stan Cleplllnskl
saw his team suffer In singles
matches except for one three
setter, but did watch them improve slightly in doubles after
some earty season troubles.
Longwood freshman Kevin
Jarrell won the only set of the
day for the team, winning 7-5 In
the first set of his singles match
versus Chip Goodman at sixth
seed before dropping the final
two. 6-3. 6-1.
Longwood will return to action Wednesday when they
travel to Newport News Apprentice, followed by a home match
on Thursday against John Jay
at 1.

NATIONAL NEWS
Amid Questionable Investments,
Alexander Sworn In
(CPS) — University of Tennessee President Lamar Alexander was sworn In as the nation's
secretary of education March 18.
The confirmation was slowed
by a Senate probe of a string of
extraordinary investments that
made Alexander, a public servant for the past 12 years. Into a
wealthy man.
Documents submitted during
the confirmation process showed
that Alexander and his wife,
Lcslee, have a net worth of
between $1.8 million and $3
million.
In one case, they made
almost $600.0000 on a deal in
which they did not risk any of
their own money.
Senate Investigators, however,
found no improprieties in the
Alexanders' terrific run of
financial successes, and some of
the people who will be lobbying
Alexander professed to accept
the Senate's Judgment.
"The committee looked Into
that, and was virtually unanimous In endorsing him," said
Robert Atwell, president of the
American Council on Education,

a trade group for college
presidents.
Shortly after President Bush
nominated Alexander for the
post. Atwell released a statement
lauding Alexander as a candidate who "brings the strongest of
credentials to the position."
'There was definitely some
questionable ethics." admitted
Selena Dong of the United States
Student Association, which represents student governments in
Washington, D.C. "But generally
speaking, he had the right credentials."
Alexander himself was unavailable for comment. In the
past he has denied any Impropriety, and has said that his
ability to make money at least
shows he's able to contribute.

When he was governor.
Alexander chaired the National
Governors' Association, leading
the 50-state education survey.
It's something people can Time for Results." In 1988 the
come back to." warned John Eduction Commission of the
Bean, an associate professor of States gave him the James B.
higher education at Indiana Conant Award for "distinguished
national
leadership In
University. "If people are mad at
htm, bringing up his finances is education."
He's also remarkably good at
certainly a good way to get him."
making
money.
Alexander was governor of

Alexander
(CPS) — Amid congressional
hearings and a student lawsuit
that claimed schools dlscriml
nate against white people, the U.
S. Department of Education
came full circle In Its view of
minority scholarships March 20.
Now It Is OK again for campuses to have special scholar
ships set aside for minority stu
dents.
In one of his first acts as U. S.
Secretary of Education. Lamar
Alexander advised schools to Ig
nore all changes made In the
department's policy on race ex
elusive scholarships before he
took office on March 18.
But Just a day after Alexander
approved race-based scholar
•hips, a group of students filed
suit to force public campuses to
stop offering them.
The controversy has been
brewing since December, when a

Tennessee from 1979 to 1987.
and served as president of the
University of Tennessee from
1988 until his latest appoint
ment.
He Is the fifth person to head
the 12 year old U. S. Department of Education, which oversees most federal college programs.
He succeeds Lauro Cavazos.
former president of Texas Tech
University, who resigned under
pressure In December.
The 50-year-old Alexander,
whose parents were both educators, has a long history of support for education.

In one series ol stock transactions. Initiated while he was
governor of Tennessee. Alexander earned a $569,000 profit
without investing a cent or
much of his own time, by
helping to find a buyer. Gannett
Co.. for the Knaxvtlle Journal
After leaving office, he arranged a stock Investment that
netted his wife a $320,000
profit.
In another case, a Tennessee
venture-capital company headed
by the late Jack Massey, who
helped build the Kentucky Fried
Chicken empire, assisted In the
financing of a child-care concern
co-founded by Alexander, who
put up $5,000 after he left the
governor's office In early 1987.
The Investment has grown
considerably during the Intervening four years. During the
routine probe preceding his appointment as education secretary, Alexander estimated his
child-care stake Is now worth
$800,000.

In 1986, while governor,
Alexander appointed the chairman of a big bank in the state to
the University of Tennessee's
Board of Trustees.
A month after the appointment, the chairman's bank let
Alexander consolidate three
separate loans into a single, unsecured $131,000 loan. The
bank then agreed to let
Alexander repay it at the prime
interest rate of 8 percent.
Banks normally let only bluechip corporations borrow at the
prime rate, and very rarely lend
money to Individuals without
"securing" a loan with collateral
like a house or property.
Alexander told the Senate
that the banker's appointment
and the unusual loan Incidents
were not related.
Tax reductions of $128,308
that Alexander took for writing a
book. "Six Months Off." which
described his family's 1987 trip
to Australia, also raised some
Senate eyebrows.
In addition to Investment Income, Alexander earned
$303,072 In 1990. Including

$152,352 In salary and expense
allowances from the University
of Tennessee, according to a disclosure report he filed In Jan
uary with the U. S. Office of
Government Ethics.
One of his Investment
Whittle Communications. Inc..
the Knoxvllle-based company
that runs a number of programs
that let advertisers approach
college and high school
students.
Among Whittle's best-known
ventures is "Good Stuff," a package of product samples the company distributes to dorm rooms
on various campuses, and
Channel One. which beams
news programs that Include two
minutes of commercials to high
schools.
An Investment In Whittle of
$10,000, which was later transferred to his wife's name, netted
her $330,000 when Time Inc.
bought 50 percent of the principal company In December 1988.
"It may be virtually no problem at all," said Indiana University's Bean. "We'll Just have to
wait and see."

OKs Minority Scholarships,
But Students File
Suit

department official sent a memo
noting that "minority-only"
scholarships In effect discriminated against white people and
could cost schools In their federal funding.
Since then the Education
Dept. — which oversees most
federal college programs — has
Issued a series of clarifications.
The clarifications, however,
have confused the Issue of what
the department considers discriminatory, many campus aid
officials say.
At a March 20 press conference In Washington, D.C.
Alexander promised to end the
confusion, adding a committee
will review the policy over the
next six months.
"Colleges and universities
should keep doing whatever
they're doing." Alexander said.
"Work with us to develop a pol-

icy. Then we'll have a policy, and
we'll work with them to help
them make any adjustments at
that time."
Yet six months Is too long for
seven white students who sued
the department March 21 to try
to force It to bar tax-supported
colleges from awarding minority
scholarships.
The six students are from the
universities of California at Los
Angeles. Iowa. Virginia. Texas
and Southern California and
Mercy and Macalester colleges.
Their lawsuit, filed in U. S.
District Court by the conservative Washington Legal Foundation on the students' behalf, said
minority scholarships violate the
1964 Civil Rights Act. which
bars awarding financial aid
"based solely on the race of the
recipient."
"I think this administration

would like this Issue to go
away." the students' attorney.
Richard Samp, told the
Associated Press.
The students are upset that
Alexander reversed the decision
announced by Assistant secretary of Education for Civil Rights
Michael L. Williams on Dec. 4.
1990.
In a letter to Fiesta Bowl officials in Arizona. Williams
warned that the "minority-only"
scholarships offered by the two
schools participating In the Fiesta Bowl violated the Civil
Rights Act.
He said schools that awarded
race-based scholarships could
lose their federal funding
A political outcry followed, as
campus officials and civil rights
groups worried the policy would
hamper efforts to recruit more
minorities to college.

Meanwhile. Alexander tried to
On Dec. 18. Williams announced campuses were free to calm the fears of those who say
award scholarships on the basis the department is trying to keep
of race If the money for the poor students, often minorities,
grants came from private gifts, from attending college by
changing scholarship rules.
not public tax funds.
"When we get right down to It.
Alexander negated Williams'
Dec. 18 relnterpretatlon of the even a casual look at this sugCivil Rights Act at his press gests that there are dozens of
conference, held the same day ways for university presidents to
Williams testified before a House help dlsadvantaged Americans
Government Operations sub- go to college." he said at his
committee investigating the press conference.
"So there are plenty of ways
whole controversy.
that anybody with a warm heart
At the hearing. Williams reand common sense can find to
acted angrily when Rep. Ted help dlsadvantaged Americana
Weiss. D-N.Y. suggested
come to college."
Williams' aide. Richard Comer,
had written the controversial
HAPPY
Fiesta Bowl letter.
"I am the person responsible
v
for that office." Williams said. "I
%Oj
rv*
am the person who signed the
S>
DAY!
(letter)- I can Interpret the law."
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CORPS

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.
djsaij^te

fem^

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information
Contact Captain
Gary Wittekind in
Room 209 Hiner at
395-2136 or 2134!
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More Campuses Punish Fraternities
for Hazing
(CPS) Still more campuses
punished fraternities for hazing
during the last month, leaving
chapters devastated and
reformers wondering what to do
next to stop the practice.
"We're sharing our message
every way we can." said
Jonathan Brant of the Indl
anapolls based National Interfraternlty Council, which has
campaigned to stop hazing.
"Somehow people still make bad
decisions."
Since Feb. 1. for example,
fraternities at Alfred State.
Balor. Vanderbllt and Seton Hall
universities as well as at
Whlttler College have been
disciplined for hazing.
In New Jersey. Rutgers University officials suspended the
school's Delta Upsllon chapter
after members allegedly branded
the bullocks of pledges with the
Greek letters "D" and "U" during
pledge activities last fall.
Seton Hall suspended Tau
Kappa Epsllon for three-to-five
years. Six of Its pledges had
been arrested last October for
possession of stolen property
and theft.
The six had been participating In a scavenger hunt and had
taken, among other things, a
200-pound pumpkin. Chinese
and American flags, a New York
City police barricade, three traffic signs, a restaurant menu and
tiles from the Holland Tunnel.

At Alfred State In New York.
where fraternity-pledge Chuck
Stenzel's death during pledge
activities In 1978 inspired Stenzels' mother to start the antlhazlng movement, a commission
has been formed to decide about
the future of greek life at the
school after the charters of
Kappa Sigma Epsllon and Pal
Delta Omega were revoked for
hazing.
Now Alfred State officials have
formed a commission to decide
what. If any. kind of future
fraternities should have at the
school.
The recent punishments of
greek houses, moreover, were
preceded earlier In the school
year by rebukes of frat pledging
and party activities at Trinity
and Western Illinois universities,
the universities of Akron, Idaho,
Maryland and New Mexico, as
well as Long Island University's
C.W. Post campus.
Frustrated by the ongoing Injuries and sanctioned crimes
involved In the pledging process,
a number of schools have moved
to restrict and even abolish fraternities on their campuses in
recent years. Including Colby
College In Maine, Amherst College In Massachusetts, Middlebury College In Vermont and
Bucknell University In Pennsylvania.
Sororities and fraternities
themselves also have tried for

Former S.C. President Indicted
In Drug Bust,
For Misusing Office

many years to end hazing, defined as the physical or mental
abuse of a person or persons by
others in a group.
"We are encouraging our
member fraternities to do whatever Is appropriate to eliminate
hazing." said the NIFC's Brant.
Some fraternities. Including
Zeta Beta Tau and Tau Kappa
Epsllon, have eliminated the
pledge period altogether, when
most hazing Incidents occur.
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VA.
A similar plan has been proposed for societies at Whlttler (CPS) — In an apparently unprecedented college raid, federal
College in California.
On Feb. 15 a faculty commit- drug police raided three Univertee, meeting to discuss two stu- sity of Virginia fraternities
dents' complaints that had been March 22. arresting 12 members
hazed last fall, recommended and taking control of the houses
societies at the school end themselves.
Members not Involved in the
pledging.
Investigation can move back Into
"We recognize there are cer- the Phi Epsllon Pi. Delta Upsllon
tain affiliation ceremonies that and Tau Kappa Epsllon houses,
are meaningful," explained Joe but not before signing new
Price, a religious studies profes- "rental agreements" with the
sor who was on the committee, federal government.
The 12 students were
but "attempts at reform (In the
pledging process) have not been arrested on charges of selling
hallucinogenic designer drugs.
successful," he continued.
Pledging should be replaced LSD and mushrooms.
Because taking possession of
by a "brief and legal Initiation
process which affirms the sanc- private social clubs like fratertity and uniqueness of each per- nities is so unusual. Drug Enson," said a statement released forcement Agency officials said
they got prior approval for the
by the faculty committee.
A final decision on whether to raid from U. S. Attorney General
ban pledging will be made by Richard Thornburgh.
Whittier President James Ash
later this year.

Feds Shut

Down UVA
Frats

(CPS) — James B. Holderman, who resigned as University of
South Carolina president amid criticism of lavish spending, was
indicted March 22 for using a public office for personal gain and
accepting extra compensation.
The case Is the most notorious of a series of instances In which
several campus presidents were accused of using school money In
appropriately or for their own use.
Westfleld State College (Mass.) President Irving Buchen resigned
In 1988 after his use of trust funds for personal expenses came
under scrutiny and criticism.
Other college presidents, including those at tne universities of
Minnesota and Colorado, and at Old Dominion University in Virginia, have drawn criticism for extravagant housing they have received.
Holderman. the two-count Indictment from the Rlchland County
grand Jury charged, received $25,000 between 1986 and 1988 "for
his Individual use and not for the benefit or on behalf of the state
of South Carolina."
Holderman. 55. resigned last May after 13 years at the school.
He faces a maximum penalty of five years in prison and $1,500 In
fines if convicted on both counts. The indictment did not contain
details of the alleged wrongdoing, but Holderman has been criticized for spending thousands of dollars In university and foundation money to bring politicians, ambassadors, actors and other
celebrities to campus while he was president.
Among the expenditures:
• $30,000 on a vacation to Hawaii with his family.
• $50,176 in foundation money to fly Jehan Sadat, widow of
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. 35 times between Washington.
Dublin. Va., and Columbia. S.C. where she was a guest lecturer al
the university.
• $315,000 to Mrs. Sadat to teach three semesters and lecture
for a fourth term.
• $158.000 in salary and living expenses to actor Robby Benson,
who taught a film-making class at the university and made a
movie. "Modern Love." In Columbia.
• $20.000-$78.500 In annual salary supplements for himself.
Holderman was paid $117.900 a year.
• $410-$875 per night for hotel suites In Washington. Chicago
and New York that Holderman stayed In during fund-raising and
other business trips.

CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
FOR SALE

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

$i

III

Rougery - Thanks for everything
- the good and bad times.
NOVELCO COFFEE MAKER —
$10. Stereo/VCR cabinet with You have made your choice.
Hope the headband in not perrollers $35. Call 392 6561.
manently attached. Me
ABS _ Congratulations we did
CARD COLLECTORS — Base itl ABS Masquerade ball was a
ball, basketball, football. success. Thanks and God bless.
Protect them with 9 card album ABS Executive Board
sheets. 50 sheets per box - $18;
To Jean Taylor My future di1 sheet - .35*. Call Teri. 392vorce
lawyer, congratulations!
8361.
Undy
Tom H. — Don't run away, it's
only me. Glad you decided to
hang with the big dogs. It was
great and we'll never forget it
(especially the Jacuzzi)! — Love.
Betty and Betty

IN

I AST
ONE
WEEK

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 morel
I Ins program works!
No Investment needed.

Call 1 8004324528 Ext. 50

STUDENT/BUSINESS RELIEF
574-6426
STUDENT RATES
Employment Resumes
additional pages
Term Papers
additional pages
Diagram/Form Papers

To Derlck and Darryll Happy Birthday to two April
Fools! Von Von

$2.50 1st page
$2.25 per page
$2.50 1st page
$2.25 per page
$3.00 per page

INTRODUCTION SPECIAL THRU APRIL
All papers excluding diagram/forms
$2.^5 per page
CONTINUING EDUCATION SERVICES
Teaching professional typing techniques $4.00 per hour

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
inCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

GW — How do we love thee?
Let us count the ways
"Geronimo." Even wrinkles can
be cured, how about a milk
dud? — Love. B.K.T.
Thanks to members of Alpha
Phi Omega for devoting a great
deal of time to picking up trash
and litter. You have removed
trash and litter from the campus
that has been around for a long
time. Please know that Longwood thanks you.
To my AAx buddy. Tricla B. —
Hope your week is going great!
Isn't it rough to get back into
things after such a wonderful
break? Well survive! Love. —
Your anonymous Az.
To Jean T. - Congratulations
on being accepted to law school
I'll be calling you! LaVonda

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE

Th» SGA rvat mpfcmsrwa a ragaraion proceduft tor an studem otganuaoons Al
groues that *«« to o* lecognoad as Longnrooo student orgamzaoont snouU comply
Dy n» provwons ot ma '•gsuation procaOurt

To the sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha — Glad you all had a
great spring break! Welcome
back!
To Peanut Butter (Missy)
Happy Birthday to an old fart,
may your day be filled abundantly with blessings from
above. Love your sis. Vonda
To Mr. Grande - Thanks for a
lovely weekend. How about next
weekend...? Cutle Pie
To an Anthropology professor
affectionately known to us as
•"Wonder Buns". We enjoy the
class and the view! — M. P. and
K M.

Skeeter and Blue Moon
You guys are awesome! Thanx
for being there and making the
waiting bearable! — Love. Ex.

I would like to extend a thank
you to all those who were Involved In the Intramural basketball games between Longwood and Hampden-Sydney.
Both nights went extremely well.
All your help was very much
appreciated. Thanks again. —
Teri Riemondy
Fuma — You make the visit
from the sandman more plea
surable than I ever thought pos
slble. If I can't touch you foi
real at least I'll always have my
To ABS E.B. We did Itl Love dreams. — Dreaming.
LaVonda
Freetz — "God" Is too far away
Sherl P. — Great tan! Don't to pursue. I'm not going or get
forget, limit 10 on the all you ting anywhere! — Neuby
can eat crab legs! See ya at the
Mr. Park Ranger Is not going
next dead man's party! — Love.
to like that Yogi. BooBoo
Jaime
Mark "Rico" — Have a great
Suzl - Thanks for the
21st birthday! Watch out for
those cops they will be looking awesome beachhouse! Kabh
for you! — S.
Welghtllftlng Club meeting
Happy 20th Birthday to Dar- Tuesday. April 2. 5 p.m. at the
weight room. Everyone welcome!
rell and Denick Richard! MKH

Moft ntormaaon w* Da saw out to advuors ana en* o«cars rma waak Matt tun)
tm your organization ■ rtgattrMP

Don't get left out

REGISTER NOW!!
■i

Benefits Of Registration:

Every Student it Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• Many scholarships arc givtn to student* baaad on their academic Internals,
carter plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available tor students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers
.etc.
• Results GUARANTEED

CALL BETWEEN
9 a.m. and 7 p.m. EST.

1-800-542-5174

Hx men rtormUKn or for
rsouielluH forms
pMast oontacrfce
Oflfce or StuOtnt OexeAjprnent
(7cf 064414}

ATTENTION SENIORS:

Summertime At Longwood
SUMMER SESSION DATES
First Session

May 20 - June 7

Second Session

]une17-july 12

Third Session

July 15 - August9

REMINDER:
Only courses taken at Longwood count towards your
dents suspended at the end of spring sem.
not take courses at longwood during the summer.

ANTICIPATED COUNSELOR POSITION
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Longwoocfs Admissions Office anticipates employing
an admissions counselor beginning on or about midJuly and ending in May 1991. High energy, good
communications skills and active involvement while at
Longwood Prerequisites for successful candidates.
Salary $1606.00 per month, no benefits, all travel
expenses paid. Must be willing to work at Admissions
programs on weekends and evenings.
Interested candidates should contact Bob Chonko,
Director of Admissions at X2060.

Applies to standard size prints from original rolls of 110,126,
135 and disc C-41 process film
OFFER GOOD THROUGH APRIL 16. 19911

LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
HOURS 8-5 MONDAY-FRIDAY
PHONE 395-2084

